
Memory and Array manipulation

Week 3-2
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“MY PRECIOUS”



M(77+13) -> Z(90)
Y(89-13) -> L(76)

P(80-13) -> C(67)
R(82-13) -> E(69)
E(69+13) -> R(82)
C(67+13) -> P(80)
I(73+13) -> V(86)
O(79-13) -> B(66)
U(85-13) -> H(72)
S(83-13) -> F(70)

ROT-13



Array creation 1

//Creating arrays
char[] c = {‘C’,’O’,’M’,’P’}; 

//Type for the array
//This is an array variable
//The variable name
//Values store in the array

int[] ints = {10,24,12}; 



Array creation 2
//Creating arrays
int[] ints = new int[4];

//Type for the array
//This is an array variable
//The variable name
//Allocating memory computer
//Size of the array

//Assigning values
ints[0] = 10; ints[1] = 31;
ints[2] = -2; ints[3] = 0;





Array
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Memory

Address Variable name value stored

@1251 a 12

@1252 b 12.0

@1253 c “Hello”

@1254 d @65415



Adjacent digits

The four adjacent digits in the 1000-digit number 
generated by the seed 514419 using nextInt(10) 
that have the greatest product are 7 x 8 x 8 x 6 = 
2688.  
 
On that same sequence of numbers, you are to find 
the 12 digits sequence that have the greatest 
product and write them down as well as their 
product value. 



Adjacent digits

The four adjacent digits in the 1000-digit number 
generated by the seed 514419 using nextInt(9) that 
have the greatest product are 9 x 8 x 9 x 8 = 5184.  
 
On that same sequence of numbers, you are to find 
the 12 digits sequence that have the greatest 
product and write them down as well as their 
product value. 



Extras

• For the same sequence of numbers, please find 
the 15 digits sequence that have the smallest 
product that is not 0.



Resources
• Think java:12.1, 12.4, 12.5, 12.7

• String in java - http://codingbat.com/doc/
java-string-introduction.html

• Arrays in java - http://
www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/
java_arrays.html 

• Cryptography ROT 13 - http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ROT13 

http://codingbat.com/doc/java-string-introduction.html
http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/java/java_arrays.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ROT13

